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Traditionally, quantification relies on pairwise reporter ion ratios between conditions
summed at the peptide level. Each replicate peptide observation is averaged to
reduce noise. Then, multiple peptides per protein are combined to provide a mean
expression ‘fold-change’ & confidence interval for the protein.

Driven by less abundant peptides

Assumes no isoform contamination

Assumes no coisolates

Assumes correct PSM assignment

Relies heavily on ‘fold-change’ limits

Extreme gravity conditions provoke organism-wide biological responses to an 
evolutionarily unprecedented event. Here, we examine new statistical approaches
for isobaric tagging quantification using the proteome of drosophila model organisms
following chronic exposure to hypergravity as a function of tissue & life cycle. This
nonparametric resampling approach is ideal for cases where sample and biological
replication are both limited, and also when the anticipated changes in proteome
expression are subtle and difficult to observe by traditional analyses.

New Methodology
Here, isobaric tag ratios for each peptide spectral match are treated independently &
equally. As an example, a protein with 5 PSMs would correspond to 15 independent
measures across conditions assuming data was collected in biological triplicate using
a six-plex isobaric tagging strategy. These measurements serve as a population for 
resampling analyses.
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Can we validate & recover this information?

Resampling with Replacement

TMT Results as Population

The approach demonstrated here has a number of broadly applicable advantages 
over traditional isobaric tagging quantification methods:

Bootstrap resampling assumes the experimental distribution is similar to the ‘real’
population & that there are sufficient members in that population estimate to provide
‘unique’ resample results. As implemented here, it provides additional insight into the
shape of observed population distributions, which helps estimate error sources & 
validate low-PSM protein TMT measurements.
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~5-fold increase in ‘significant’ (p <0.05) 

observations vs. traditional approach

Conclusions

Normal Gravity ‘Population’ Sample

Hypergravity ‘Population’ Sample

Resampled Means
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Resampled SDs
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Data Validation
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Suggests contamination or misassignment

Provides ready rejection criteria

Aids in validation of proteins with low PSMs

Multimodality is traditionally invisible!

Improved sensitivity from rare samples

Enhanced validation criteria for all PSM observations

Reduces biases for outlier datapoints
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